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ABSTRACT 

Context. Big Data and Cloud Computing nowadays require large amounts of storage that are accessible 
by many servers. The Energy consumed by these servers as well as that consumed by hosts providing 
the storage has been growing rapidly over the recent years. There are various approaches to save energy 
both at the hardware and software level, respectively. In the context of software, this challenge requires 
identification of new development methodologies that can help reduce the energy footprint of the 
Distributed Storage System. Until recently, reducing the energy footprint of Distributed Storage 
Systems is a challenge because there is no new methodology implemented to reduce the energy footprint 
of the Distributed Storage Systems. To tackle this challenge, we evaluate the energy consumption of 
Distributed Storage Systems by using a Power Application Programming Interface (PowerAPI) that 
monitors, in real-time, the energy consumed at the granularity of a system process.    
Objectives. In this study we investigate the Energy Consumption of distributed storage system. We also 
attempt to understand the effect on energy consumption for various patters of video streams. Also we 
have observed different measurement approaches for energy performance.  
Methods. The method is to use a power measuring software library while a synthetic load generator 
generates the load i.e., video data streams. The Tool which generates the workload is Standard 
Performance Evaluation Corporation Solution File Server (SPECsfs 2014) and PowerAPI is the 
software power monitoring library to evaluate the energy consumption of distributed storage systems 
of GlusterFS and Compuverde. 
 Results. The mean and median values of power samples in mill watts for Compuverde higher than 
Gluster. For Compuverde the mean and median values until the load increment of three streams was 
around a 400 milliwatt value. The values of mean and median for the Gluster system were gradually 
increasing.  
Conclusions. The results show Compuverde having a higher consumption of energy than Gluster as it 
has a higher number of running processes that implement additional features that do not exist in Gluster. 
Also we have concluded that the conpuverde performed better for higher values of Load i.e., video data 
streams. 

Keywords: Distributed storage, Energy Consumption, 
Erasure coding, Streaming. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In this document, we present a thesis report on Energy Consumption of distributed 

storage systems. The document is partitioned into various chapters. Chapter 1 gives the 
background study which includes information about cloud computing, Big data, 
Distributed Storage Systems, CONVINcE, aim, objectives and finally research 
questions involved in this thesis. The second chapter includes the detailed related work 
of the previous researches. Chapter 3 deals with the methodology that is used to perform 
the Energy Consumption and used to solve the research questions. Chapter 4 deals with 
the results obtained from the experiment and the analysis of the results. Chapter 5 deals 
with the conclusion part of the thesis and future work that can be done. 

1.1 Background 
Big Data and Cloud Computing nowadays require large amounts of storage that are 

accessible by many servers. Previously they used simple shared storage systems. Some 
examples of shared storage systems are VMware VMFS, Red Hat Global File System. 
They often experienced performance problems and were a single point of failure. When 
the Shared storage are scaled up to a higher level they often experience a performance 
bottleneck in throughput delivered. At a higher level when more number of users try to 
access shared storage, these request’s form a queue resulting in the increase in latencies.  
To overcome this drawbacks nowadays more advanced Distributed Storage Systems 
(DSS) are being used. Some examples of Software defined DSS are  nexcenta, quobyte, 
EMC scale IO. Some Open Source DSS are Ceph, Gluster and Hadoop. Some examples 
DSS are NetApp, Dell EMC, Nutanix. 

1.1.1 Cloud computing 

Cloud Computing is a model used for providing computing resources i.e., for storing 
data and accessing it over Internet. It allows sharing of hardware and software resources 
for both industries and people across the world with scalability, security and elasticity. 
It includes different services such as network, storage, applications and database 
[1][2][3].   

 

Figure 1 Basic view of Cloud Computing     
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The above figure 1 shows the mobile, user, Data Center, Desktop, Laptop, storage 
database’s, storage nodes and SAN can access the Cloud Computing Systems directly. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Cloud Computing energy foot print 
 
The Figure 2 above shows the energy footprint is generated from the daily devices 

we use like laptops and mobiles. When we use these devices they feed on the data centers 
of huge companies like Google, Facebook and Microsoft, which increases the electricity 
consumption of data centers. Finally increasing their consumption of non-renewable 
sources for electricity. Which contributes to the indirect emission of greenhouse gasses.   

According to NIST, cloud consists of four deployment models and three services. 
The deployment models include private cloud, public cloud, community cloud and 
hybrid cloud and where the services include Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as 
a Service (SaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). All the cloud computing 
operations requires does not always require Internet access for the processing of the data 
whether it runs on a corporate network i.e., private cloud or a cloud accessible from the 
internet i.e., public cloud. [3][2][1]. 

 

Service Models: 

The three service models are explained in the following [2][3][1] 
a) PaaS: Customer is provided with hardware, network and operating system 

where the customer has to deploy the application that is created on a cloud 
infrastructure which is created using libraries, programming and tools. 
Example: Databases 

b) SaaS: It helps the customer to use the business applications on a cloud 
infrastructure where the customer is provided with hardware, operating system, 
application and network. Example: mails and virtual desktops. 
 
 
 

Indirect Emmision 
use 

Cloud Server Farms : Data Centers Proxies, 
Web Servers (Telecom Infrastructure) 

PC Devices 
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c) IaaS: Customer is only provided with the hardware and network where customer 
has to develop or install application or operating system. Example: virtual 
machines or lightweight containers. 

1.1.2 Big Data 

Big data is a data analysis method where the information is characterized by 
high volume, velocity and variety. Volume is related to the size of the data (e.g.: GB 
or TB), velocity indicates how fast the data that is created and changed and variety 
captures the different formats used for storing data [4]. 
 

1.1.3 Why Cloud Computing for Big Data? 

Cloud computing enables small and medium businesses to implement big data 
methods which will help in reducing the cost of hardware and processing. One of 
the cloud computing services called Platform as a Services (PaaS) helps in reduction 
of hardware costs. Big data promotes a technology called Distributed storage which 
is not depended on the local storage of the computer and which is based on cloud 
computing.  [ 5][6]. 
 

1.1.4 Distributed Storage Systems 

Distributed Storage Systems consists of a distributed collection of storage nodes 
that provide data redundancy by replicating data among the nodes. This approach 
avoids data loss in case of hardware failures. When a node becomes unavailable 
other nodes can serve replicas of the data from the missing nodes. These type of 
storage nodes are reliable, scalable and are better solutions to the Cloud Computing 
in the future. The main advantage with the distributed storage system is that they are 
very effective and reliable storage for large amounts of data. Few examples of 
distributed storage systems are Ceph, Gluster, Openstack, Hadoop and Sheepdog [7]. 

Below you find a list of keywords that are central to the terminology used for 
distributed storage systems: 

a) Data center:  
A data center is a facility which helps in maintaining the information technology 
(IT) systems, where it stores and manages the data. It is the home to the storage 
systems, servers, applications, telecommunications and databases [8][9]. 

b) Structured Storage: 
Structured storage refers to a single file of data that will be saved in a structured or 
standardized format which is also known as the file-based storage systems. 

c) Unstructured Storage 
Unstructured storage refers to the data that doesn’t remain in a structured format or 
not having any pre-defined model. Object-based storage systems come under 
unstructured storages. 

d) Storage Nodes: 
A storage node (SN) often can be a physical server with one or more storage disks 
i.e., Hard-Disk Drive (HDDs) or Solid-State Drive (SSDs), and Network IPs [10]. 

e) Object copies:  
Object copies helps in creating duplicate copies of files during storage operations. 
It ensures that the files with the data are replicated to two or more storage nodes 
with no overhead. 
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f) Erasure Coding:  
Erasure coding is a technology which helps in data redundancy and protection of 
data where erasure file encoding adds a bunch of parity blocks to the original data 
using complex math. This results in a robust protection scheme that can be tolerate 
high levels of failures.   

g) NFS protocol: 
NFS is the “Network File System” which is distributed file system protocol used for 
both UNIX and Linux operating systems where it allows files to be shared between 
servers, desktops, etc. It is a client/server application that allows users to access the 
files on a remote desktop as they were on their own computer. By using this NFS 
protocol, the user or a system administrator can mount a file system [11]. 

h) File-based storage: 
File-based storage is otherwise known as file-level or file storage which is 
commonly used for storing data in a hierarchical structure. The data that is stored is 
accessed by using an industry standard protocols known as Network File System 
(NFS) and Server Message Block (SMB). NFS is used for accessing data in 
UNIX/Linux and SMB is for windows. File storage helps in storing files and folders 
where both the clients that are accessing and the system that is storing can visible 
the same data [12][13]. 
 

1.1.5 CONVINcE  
BTH participates in CONVINcE, which is a European research project that 

addresses the challenge of reducing the power consumption of IP based video 
transmission over internet. This will help the European Industries to develop new 
technologies by reducing the energy footprint of video delivery networks [14][15]. 

Among other things, the project investigates the use of distributed storage 
systems for storing the video data that is required for streaming. The transcoding will 
generate the read and write operations towards the distributed storage systems while 
converting the high definition video data into low definition video streaming. The 
hypothesis is that doing transcoding in the cloud rather than on the terminals (e.g., 
smart phones or tablets) will reduce the overall energy consumption.  

Here we are mainly considering two distributed storage systems: Gluster and 
Compuverde. 

 
 

 
Figure 3 Energy consumption by information and communication 

technologies (ICT)  
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As shown in Figure 3, according to the Center for Energy Efficient 
Telecommunications (CEET) the server farms make up around one-tenth of the 
energy utilized by cloud. Truth be told the server farms utilized around 1.4 Terawatt-
hours (TWh) of energy in 2012 around 15 percent of the 9.2 TWh for the cloud 
assessed by CEET. [16] 

a) Gluster: 
Gluster is a structured distributed storage system which was bought by Red Hat in 
2011. Gluster provides a file-based storage system called GlusterFS. It is a scale out 
network attached storage (NAS). This storage system supports only Linux, Mac OS, 
Open Solaris and NetBSD. It ensures better performance, scalability and reliability 
because of its no-metadata server architecture. These servers can be accessed by 
using the industry standard access protocols for file storage known as NFS and SMB 
and is designed for the high performance virtualized cloud environments. GlusterFS 
supports both copies of files and erasure coding. It uses off-the-self hardware where 
you can create large distributed storage solutions for data analysis and media 
streaming services. GlusterFS is an open source software which can be installed 
freely on both physical and virtual servers [17][18].  

b) Compuverde: 
Compuverde is both structured and unstructured distributed storage system which 
provides a unified solution and no single metadata server with extreme performance 
and scalability. It provides scale-out network attached storage (NAS) which is 
completely hardware agnostic and massively scalable, making it the idea choice for 
both enterprise and storage solutions. It supports both object copies and erasure 
coding for maintaining data redundancy. It ensures that the performance doesn’t 
degrade as it is designed with no single point of failure. These servers are accessed 
by industry standard protocols known as NFS and SMB. This storage system only 
supports Linux and Windows operating systems [19][20]. 

 

1.1.6 Energy Consumption using PowerAPI 
Unlike the usual way of measuring the energy consumption of the hardware 

equipment using general-purpose energy meters or dedicated attached hardware 
equipment, the PowerAPI does not require any specific attached device to measure 
the energy. This is a pure software library where the estimation is based on the 
energy models that give the consumption for various hardware components. 
PowerAPI is a simple modular architecture in which each module is a measurement 
unit for each hardware component as seen in the Figure below [21]. 

1.2 Aim of the Thesis 
The aim of my thesis is mainly to focus on different distributed storage systems 

(Gluster and Compuverde) and to evaluate the energy consumption under the 
different load conditions. 

1.3 Objectives 
a) Detailed study on Distributed Storage Systems (Gluster and 

Compuverde) 
b) Evaluating the energy consumption of different Distributed Storages 

Systems. 
c) Understanding the relationship between energy consumption and various 

patterns of I/O operations: read and write 
d) Detailed study on benchmark tools and measurement approaches for 

storage performances. 
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1.4 Research Questions 

The research work mainly focuses on evaluating the performance of different 
storage systems. The below are the research questions which are related to 
this research. 

1. What is the energy consumption of different distributed storage 
systems (Gluster and Compuverde) for different variations in load? 

2. What are the various performance metrics related to energy 
consumption? 
 

1.5 Split of work   
 

This section gives the detailed information about the split of work between me 
and my project partner. 

 
Sections Topic Name of the Contributor 

Section 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 
1.1.3, 1.1.4, 1.1.5 

Cloud computing, Big 
Data, Why Cloud 

Computing for Big Data, 
Distributed storage 

systems and 
CONVINcE. 

Samuel Sushanth Kolli 
Poojitha Rajana 

Section 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 
1.1.6 

Aim of the Thesis, 
Objectives and Research 

questions and Energy 
Consumption using 

PowerAPI. 

 
Samuel Sushanth Kolli 

Section 2 Related work Samuel Sushanth Kolli 
Poojitha Rajana 

Section 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 
3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.1.5 

Why SPECsfs2014, 
SPECsfs 2014, 

Description of Four 
workloads, Why 

PowerAPI, PowerAPI. 

Samuel Sushanth Kolli 

Section 3.2.1.1, 3.2.1.2, 
3.2.1.3, 3.2.2.1, 3.2.2.2, 

3.2.2.3. 

Architecture of Gluster, 
Internal Architecture of 

Gluster, Distributed 
Disperse Volume, 

Architecture of 
Compuverde, Internal 

Architecture of 
Compuverde, File 

Coding Technology 

Samuel Sushanth Kolli 
Poojitha Rajana 

Section 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 
3.3.3, 3.3.4 

Internal Structure of 
SPECsfs, Internal 

Structure of PowerAPI, 
Gluster Test 

Configuration, and 
Compuverde test 
Configuration. 

Samuel Sushanth Kolli 
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Section 3.4, 3.5.1, 3.5.2, 
3.5.3, 3.5.4, 3.5.5 

Energy Consumption 
Metrics, Gluster Files 
system Installation, 
Compuverde File 

System Installation, 
Mounting the File 
Systems, SPECsfs 

Workload Generator, 
PowerAPI’s power 

samples. 

Samuel Sushanth Kolli 

Section 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 
4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.5, 4.1.6 

Mean Values of 
Compuverde and 

Gluster for NFS, Mean 
Values of Compuverde 
and Gluster for SMB, 

Median Values of 
Compuverde and 

Gluster for NFS, Median 
Values of Compuverde 
and Gluster for SMB, 
Standard Deviation 

values of Compuverde 
and Gluster for NFS, 
Standard Deviation 

values of Compuverde 
and Gluster for SMB. 

Samuel Sushanth Kolli 

Section 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 
5.5 

Conclusion Analysis 
from Graphs, 

Conclusion Analysis 
from Invalid Runs, 
Conclusion from 

Architecture, 
Conclusion Analysis 

from Internal 
Architecture and Future 

Work. 

Samuel Sushanth Kolli 

 
Table 1 Split of work 
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2 RELATED WORK 
In this chapter we have discussed about the information about the previous 

researches that has been done before which is related to the storage systems. The 
early works have been focused on different aspects of distributed storage systems. 

The below are the related work that we have been came across before conducting 
our research. 

 
Ping Chen et.al [22] proposed a new storage architecture which is based on 

distributed file system. The authors address the issues such as availability, 
scalability, reliability of data transmission, file read/write when using traditional file 
system to manage massive resources in network systems. A performance 
comparison was done between two file systems Google file system (GFS) and the 
Moose file system (MFS). They found that MFS is better file system when compared 
with GFS because GFS has a single point of failure and the file performance 
comparison says that MFS only supports smaller files whereas GFS supports larger 
files. 

 
Noureddine et.al  [21] compared the different implementations of an algorithm 

using different programming languages. The study reveals that the choice of 
programming languages consumes more energy. For example the interpreted 
programming languages consume more energy than the compiled ones. In this paper, 
a runtime energy monitoring framework reports the energy consumption of system 
process at OS level. Authors used this library to better understand the potential 
energy leaks of legacy software and the impact of algorithmic choices and the 
programming languages on the energy consumption. Their preliminary study is on 
empirical evaluation of an eight implementation of towers of Hanoi problem. 

 
Noureddine et.al [23] had delve deeper into the previous result by monitoring 

not only the process but also the source code of the process for energy hotspots in 
the application code. In this paper the authors developed a finely grained runtime 
energy monitoring framework to help developers remove the energy hotspots with a 
better accuracy. This approach is a 2-layer architecture OS-level and process-level. 
The OS-level approach monitors the energy consumption at process level and the 
process level approach monitors the energy consumption at classes or method level 
and the later on focuses on the potential energy hotspots. Their preliminary 
validation demonstrates JETTY web servers monitored under various stress 
conditions.   

 
                Songlin Bai et.al [24] studied the concept and features of distributed file 
system  and evaluated it on different systems such as Hadoop, MosseFS and Lustre. 
During the experimentation, the authors observed file backup. The MosseFS sets 
backup file copy numbers to a single file or folder. It means the number of times the 
file is copied is a single extra copy. This backup functionality is not supported in 
Lustre. But usually for data redundancy multiple backup copies were used for 
systems like Hadoop and MFS. For MFS when a  storage node is down the storage 
system will automatically copy the lost data of the lost node to the remaining nodes 
but only one another copy is made as one copy is lost ie., MFS stores 2 copies of a 
file at any time (one original file and one backup file)  Whereas Lustre separated 
OST (Object Storage Target) and OSS (Object Storage Server), OSS is managed by 
OST in Lustre storage system. For data balance, to store the data Hadoop and MFS 
choose the storage servers. Automatic data balance is not supported in Lustre. For 
scale-out and data blocks, Hadoop MFS and Lustre were supportive. 
 

http://et.al/
http://et.al/
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              In order to check the reliability and cost effectiveness of storage systems 
Lars et.al [7] had evaluated four large distributed systems. Authors compared two 
unstructured storage systems (Compuverde Unstructured and Openstack’s Swift) 
and two structured storage systems (Compuverde Structured and Gluster) for cloud 
computing. Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) were taken to track the distributed data 
and multicasting were taken to access the stored data. Performance measurements 
were taken for read/write/delete and also time taken to recover if a node goes down 
were noted. Through the experiments observed that performance of Compuverde 
was superior to the other two. They observed that the performance is high when there 
were a number of client requests for simultaneous access. Recovery tests also 
showed that Compuverde performs better than the other two. Finally, authors 
concluded that multicasting performance was better than DHT. 

 
             In order to identify the bottlenecks, Paulo Maciel et.al [25] evaluated the 
performance and capacity of Sheepdog storage systems. To identify the bottlenecks, 
they measured write and read throughputs by increasing the number of nodes and 
copies of the data in the cluster. Bonnie++ benchmark was used for analyzing the 
performance of Sheepdog storage system. Their results showed that the best possible 
performance for read operations can be observed by using a system having small 
cluster sizes. The cluster size in this environment is considered as the number of 
nodes present inside the Sheepdog cluster for performance benefits, system with 
small clustered sizes should run VM inside cluster rather than outside the cluster. 
And for frequently write operations, opposite of the read operations was preferred – 
that is large clusters performed better. Their results also showed that the increase in 
number of nodes didn't have much impact on performance degradation of the write 
throughput. Although, they observed performance loss due to increase in data 
redundancy. 
 

Zhang et.al [26] studied Ceph architecture on Openstack cloud. Its 
functionality was checked by using different benchmarks such as Bonnie ++, DD, 
Rados Bench, OSD Tell, IPerf and Netcat. These benchmarks were used to check 
the copying speed of data and read/write performance of Ceph. The results indicated 
good performance and scalability of Ceph in Openstack cloud. As the number of 
client requests increased, authors observed a slowly decline in performance which is 
good. The Performance Study on Several Distributed File Systems. 
 

Lars et.al [27] studied the fault tolerance of cache and the two-step evaluation 
approach that makes it possible to quantify how different design decisions affect the 
performance of different workload cases. In this study, they have two version of 
cache implementation. For the experimentation purpose, they have taken 3 cases i.e. 
private, shared, and mixed. Results showed that there is an increase in the 
performance for the first version of cache implementation in the case of private and 
mixed. But the increase in performance was limited in for shared case. With the final 
version of the cache, authors have observed performance improvements for all cases. 
Compared to the case with no cache, throughput was improved with as much as a 
factor of 50-75. Authors also quantified how different design decisions affect the 
performance of different workload cases with the use of workload transparency and 
two-step evaluation approach. 

 
              
 
 
 

http://et.al/
http://et.al/
http://et.al/
http://et.al/
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3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Method Used 
The method is to use a software library Power Application Programming 

Interface (PowerAPI) while synthetic workload generator generates streaming video 
data called Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation Solution File Server 
(SPECsfs 2014). PowerAPI is used to evaluate the Energy Consumption of 
distributed storage systems of GlusterFS and Compuverde. The workload generator 
generates various levels of workload and an OS-level energy monitoring tool called 
PowerAPI is used to measure the energy consumption of the Distributed storage 
system. 

3.1.1 Why SPECsfs 2014? 
SPECsfs 2014 is the latest version of Standard performance evaluation 

corporation benchmark tool that measures the efficiency of the storage which is a 
file based benchmark tool. It is different from other file based benchmark tools 
because it provides standard methods for comparing the performances across 
different vendor platforms and gives the effective results. The SPECsfs 2014 satisfies 
all standards put forward by the SPC, The SPC is an independent of vendor and 
industry standards for storage industry. The results are effective because the reports 
are audited by a Spec team and they are published on the SPECsfs website [28].  
 

3.1.2 SPECsfs 2014 
SPECsfs 2014, Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation, is a benchmark 

tool for the measurement of file server performance using two industry standard 
protocols called the NFS and SMB protocols. SPECsfs 2014 will run on any version 
of these protocols. It measures the maximum throughput and the response time of a 
storage system. SPECsfs 2014 is protocol independent and the performance is 
measured under application level. The operating systems that are supported by 
SPECsfs 2014 are Linux, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Server 2003, Windows 
Server 2008, Windows 2012, MAC OS, BSD, Solaris and AIX and can be used for 
testing any types of file system that are offered by these systems. SPECsfs 2014 
represents a real data processing file system environments which has multiple 
workloads that run independently. The below figure shows the example topology of 
SUT (Solution under Test) where it should have at least one load generator client 
and any one of the protocol i.e., NFS, SMB etc. [28][29]. 
 

 
Figure 4 Example Topology 
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The above figure 4 depicts that when the SPECsfs is installed on the Load 
generators/Hardware, the main loadgen called Prime Client is connected to the 
storage servers/nodes through the network along with the other loadgens called Non-
prime clients using the network accessing protocols like SMB and NFS.      
 
SPECsfs 2014 consists of four different workloads which represents specific 
application areas. The following are the four different workloads [28]. 
1. VDA (Video Data Acquisition) 
2. VDI (Virtual Desktop Infrastructure) 
3. SWBUILD (Software Build) 
4. DATABASE (Database workload) 
 
With SPECsfs performance is measured in metrics like throughput in operations per 
sec and response time in milli seconds. The metrics are produced to any of the four 
workloads that are tested. The entire Solution Under Test (SUT) consists of storage 
servers that is the file based server, the network and the load generator. [28][29]. 
 
SUT (Solution Under Test): 
Solution Under Test (SUT) means that all the software components and the hardware 
components which provides the file services to the benchmark and it includes both 
the physical components and the virtual components of storage server or storage 
systems, load generators [29]. 

 
 

3.1.3 Description of Four workloads: 
1. Video Data Acquisition (VDA): 

The business metric or the load parameter for VDA is STREAMS. The 
workload here commonly promotes the applications that store data which is 
captured from a temporary source such as from the Surveillance camera. Stream 
refers to the particular application that is storing data from a single source that 
is single video feed. This consists of two workload objects as shown in the Table 
2. 
 

Workload Object Type 

VDA1 Data Streams 
VDA2 Companion Application  

Table 2 Types of workload objects in VDA 
 

From the Table2, in VDA1 each stream roughly corresponds to 36Mb/s bit rate, 
which is the stream of a high definition video. This is basically a 100% 
sequential write operations. 
 
VDA2 is a companion application. The Companion Application can also be 
described as application providing User Access. The Companion application is 
connected to the stream as it provides the stream with protocols intended for 
publishing of live stream data to the web page or user’s device from the server 
where the video is hosted. Since this is a simulation of real world video stream, 
the VDA2 takes the place of the software application (Companion Application). 
This VDA2 has 84% random write operations, 5 % read, 3% readdir, 2% read-
modify-write, 2 % access, 2 % stat, 1 % create, and 1% unlink operations. 
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For example: Consider an IP camera with live streaming to websites. It reaches in a 
two-step method. Initially, an encoder takes the pictures from the IP camera and 
transmits them in understandable format to a video facilitating administration, one 
example of encoders is DaCast. The second step is to take that video from the 
administration and post it on a website page through installing it from a video player.  

The encoding step is important as the default protocol IP cameras use Real Time 
Streaming Protocol (RTSP).It is intended for network utilize. RTSP is not intended 
for video streaming on the web. So for this reason you need a software application 
(Companion Application) to implement protocols like Real Time Messaging 
Protocol (RTMP) to deliver it over to the web page (user or device) [28] [30]. 

 
2. Video Desktop Infrastructure (VDI): 

The business metric or the load parameter for VDI is DESKTOPS. This 
workload mainly promotes in the VDI environments where it can be observed 
in hypervisor and the storage when they run VMs on the hypervisors such as 
KVM, ESXi, Hyper-V and Xen environments [28]. 

3. Software Build (SWBUILD): 
The business metric or the load parameter for Software Build is SWBUILD. 
This workload is a classic meta-data intensive build workload which is copied 
from the analysis of software build and the traces that are collected on systems 
[28]. 

4. Database workload (DATABASE): 
The business metric or the load parameter for Database is DATABASE. This 
workload refers to the behaviour of the database which is a combination of both 
DB_LOG and DB_TABLE workload. The table 3 shows the clear description 
of the two workloads in Database workload. [28].  
 

Workload Type 

DB_LOG Log writer component of a database 
operation 

DB_TABLE Database component 

Table 3 Types in Database Workload  
 

The above all gives the description of four different types of workloads that are 
considered in SPECsfs 2014. We have considered VDA (Video Data Acquisition) 
workload as our load parameter because our focus is mainly how distributed storage 
systems gives the performance in terms of IO when it stores the high definition video 
data streams. [29]. 

3.1.4 Why Power API? 
PowerAPI is a middleware Monitoring tool for making software-defined 

power meters without the use of external hardware. This Software-defined power 
meter has configurable software libraries that can estimate the power consumption 
of software process in real time environment on the OS-level and the Process-level. 
PowerAPI sensor modules collects raw metrics from a wide range of sensors (e.g., 
processor interfaces, hardware counters, physical meters, OS counters) and the 
delivery of power consumptions via different channels (including file system, 
network, web, graphical). As a middleware Monitoring tool, PowerAPI offers the 
capability of assembling power meters to accommodate user requirements 
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3.1.5 Power API  

 
It monitors energy spent at the OS-level and the process-level like current state-

of-the-art technology, PowerAPI does not require any external device to measure 
energy consumption. This method uses some energy analytical models to know the 
consumption of some hardware components like memory or disk. This is a software 
approach. It’s simply defined as a modular architecture. Each model is meant to be 
a metric for a hardware component.  [21][23]. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5 PowerAPI Architecture 
 

From the Figure 5 we see that PowerAPI has three sensors which measure the CPU, 
Memory and Disk. We also see that the formulae modules is having formulae for the 
CPU, memory and Disk. They are all sensed from CPU graphic, memory console, 
disk File. They are collected in the event bus through the API’s.  
 

POWERAPI is designd for agile programming. The center of the engineering 
are power modules which can be begun or halted at runtime. An arrangement of OS-
ward sensor modules (like CPU, system) gathers crude information from the 
equipment asset, usage from the gadgets, or through the working framework. At that 
point the crude information is given to another arrangement of OS-free equation 
modules that utilization control models to figure the vitality utilization of the 
equipment segment and even the progressing procedure vitality is assessed per 
equipment asset. A nearby database is utilized to store the designs about the 
equipment asset. At that point every one of these modules are overseen by an 
existence cycle module. The life cycle module permits to begin, stop, include, 
evacuate or alter modules relying upon the observing needs and summons by 
applications  [23][21]. 
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3.2 Experimental setup 
This section deals with the experimental setup of both GlusterFS and 

Compuverde on bare metal.  

3.2.1 GlusterFS setup 
Below are the hardware specifications used to setup GlusterFS in the data center 

on bare metal nodes. Basically we set up a  
 
The Hardware Specification we have for the Gluster Nodes we used are below:- 
Hardware Specifications: 
CPU: Intel® Atom™ Processor D525 Processor 
RAM: 2x 2GB 
Motherboard: SuperMicro X7SPE-H-D525 
RAID Adapter: Adaptec RAID ASR-51645 09 ROHS 
Network: 1Gbit 
Boot disk: SS-DM016-Phi 16GB 
Cache disk: Intel 330 60 GB SATA (Which is connected to motherboard SATA) 
Data disks: 4x WD Green 2TB SATA (connected to chassis backplane -> RAID       
                   Adapter) 
Chassis: Promise 16 slot (Promise is a chassis name). 

3.2.1.1 Architecture of GlusterFS setup: 
The below figure 8 shows the Gluster setup. It is deployed on the bare metal 

nodes. The network interface between the storage nodes and the clients is 1Gbit. 
The detailed explanation about the setup is given in the below sections [17]. 

 
Figure 6 GlusterFS setup 

 
 

The figure 6 shows the interconnection between the storage nodes, switch and 
the management and gateway VM. They have a 1Gbit network interface. 
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3.2.1.2 Internal Architecture of Gluster nodes 
The below figure 9 shows the internal architecture of GlusterFS. Gluster storage 
concepts are explained in the following[18][17]:- 

 
a. Brick: 

Brick is the basic unit of gluster that is defines on a server by a directory called 
export directory which is in the trusted pool. 

 
b. Volume:  

All the operations in the Gluster storage will take place on the volume which is 
a collection of bricks. 
 

c. Translator: 
Connection between one or more sub volumes which is offering a sub volume 
collection is known as the translator. 
 

d. Sub volume: 
At least one translator that has been handled by a brick. 
  

 
Figure 7 Internal structure of Gluster nodes 

 
The above figure 7 shows that the users can access the Gluster Cloud Storage 
through the NFS and CIFS protocols. The glusterrd is the gluster daemon that 
takes care of the storage files, where and how to store the files in the storage 
nodes. The files are stored in the bricks. The administrator controls the Storage 
cloud through the command line interface. 
 

e. Server: 
Server may a physical (Bare metal) machine or the virtual machine that hosts 
the file systems in which the required amount of data is stored. 
 

f. Glusterrd: 
Glusterrd is a gluster management daemon which has to be run on all the servers 
in the trusted storage pool.  
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g. Metadata: 

Conventional systems use metadata server but gluster storage does not require 
a metadata server, and finds documents algorithmically utilizing an elastic 
hashing algorithm.  
 

h. Trusted storage pool: 
A storage pool is a trusted network of storage servers. When you begin the first 
server, the storage pool will have that server alone. To add more storage servers 
to the storage pool, you can utilize the probe command from a storage server 
that is in trusted network. 
 

i. Client: 
Client is a machine that helps in mounting a group of servers or the volumes. 
 

j. File system: 
A file system is a set of methods and data types used to store, create and 
formulate the data of all the on a storage device.  

3.2.1.3 Distributed disperse volume 
Now coming to the below figure it show how the distributed disperse volume that 

helps in protection of data is used in gluster storage system [31]. 
 

 
Figure 8  Setup of Distributed disperse volume 

 
As shown in Figure In distributed dispersed volume it contains multiple sets of 

bricks present per server as shown in the above figure which is also called the sub 
volume where the data is stored with erasure coding. The files that are stored or created 
will be distributed over sets of bricks or sub volumes with erasure coding. In this 
method if you have lost stored data in the redundant number of dispersed sub volumes 
or bricks there will be no loss of data because the data that is stored will be present in 
the remaining bricks so that the data will be more protected with the erasure coding 
sub volume. The distributed dispersed volume in gluster only supports the following 
configurations in the erasure coding. So, below gives the recommended brick 
configuration for creating a distributed disperse volume [32][31]. 
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Recommended Brick configuration [33]: 

 
a) If a storage that consists of 12 HDD Chassis: 

 
12HDD Chassis  

Supported configurations 4 +2, 8+4, 8+3  
Redundancy level 2, 4, 3 

Bricks per server(Sub volume) (2,1), (1,2 or 4), (1,2)     
Nodes that can be loss (1,2), (1,2,4), (1) 

Maximum brick failure count within a 
sub volume 

(2,2), (4,4,4), (3) 

Nodes/servers that can be increased (3,6), (3,6,12), (6) 
Minimum number of sub volumes (6,12), (3,6,12), (6) 

 
Table 4 Configuration for 12 HDD Chassis 

 
The table 4 shows the supported configurations, redundancy level, bricks per 

server, nodes that can be loss etc ., So if the configuration is 4+2 that implies that the 
redundancy is up to two nodes and if the configuration is 8+4 that implies redundancy 
is up to 4 nodes.    

From the above all erasure coding types we have considered Erasure (4+2) with a 
total of six bare metal nodes. 

For example: 
For Erasure (a+b), 
b = maximum number of nodes that can be lose in a stoarge cluster 
a + b = the maximum number of nodes you must have in your cluster 
a = nodes that contain data after the lose of nodes in a storage cluster 
 

So now for Erasure (4+2), It should have totally of six storage nodes in a cluster 
and it can lose two nodes in a storage cluster and still allow for the original data to be 
reconstructed from the remaining nodes [34]. 

 
 

b) If a storage that consists of 24 HDD Chassis: 
24HDD Chassis  

Supported configurations 4+2, 8+4 

Redundancy level 2, 4 

Bricks per server(Sub volume) (2,1), (1,2 or 4)  

Nodes that can be loss (1,2), (1,2,4) 

Maximum brick failure count within a 
sub volume 

(2,2), (4,4,4) 

Nodes/servers that can be 
increased 

(3,6), (3,6,12) 

Minimum number of sub volumes (12,24), (6,12,24) 
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Table 5 Configuration for 24 HDD Chassis 
c) If a storage that consists of 36 HDD Chassis: 

 
36HDD Chassis  

Supported configurations 4+2, 8+4, 8+3 
Redundancy level 2, 4, 3 

Bricks per server (Sub volume) (2,1), (1,2 or 4), (1,2)  
Nodes that can be loss (1,2), (1,2,4), (1) 

Maximum brick failure count within 
a sub volume 

(2,2), (4,4,4), (3) 

Nodes/servers that can be increased (3,6), (3,6,12), (6) 
Minimum number of sub volumes (18,36)), (9,18,36), (19) 

Table 6 Configuration for 36 HDD Chassis 
 

d) If a storage that consists of 60 HDD Chassis: 
 

60HDD Chassis  

Supported configurations 4+2, 8+4, 8+3 

Redundancy level 2, 4, 3 

Bricks per server (Sub volume) (2,1), (1,2 or 4), (1,2)  

Nodes that can be loss (1,2), (1,2,4), (1) 

Maximum brick failure counts 
within a sub volume 

(2,2), (4,4,4), (3) 

Nodes/servers that can be 
increased 

(3,6), (3,6,12), (6) 

Minimum number pf sub volumes (30,60), (15,30,60), (32) 

Table 7 Configuration for 60 HDD Chassis 
In our setup we have considered 24 HDD chassis based on our hardware availability 
and the maximum number of bare metal nodes we have considered is 6 and used the 
erasure coding 4+2 for the entire setup. As the brick configurations for the erasure 4+2 
is shown in the above table with the storage that consists 24HDD chassis. Gluster 
doesn’t have any management tool with a GUI so all the configurations are done in 
the Linux terminal. [33]. 
 

3.2.2 Compuverde Setup 
Below are the requirements to setup Compuverde in the data center on bare metal 

(Physical servers). 
General Requirements: 

Minimum number of nodes: 3 
The below used IP address are not a requirement. One is free to choose any set of 

IP addresses. We have listed our list of IP addresses to give a general description our 
network. 

Server IP Range: 192.168.12.17/24 to 192.168.12.22/24 
Management Node IP: 192.168.12.9/24 (172.168.12.9 to reach externally)  
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Hardware Specifications: 

CPU: Intel® Atom™ Processor D525 Processor 
RAM: 2x 2GB 
Motherboard: Super Micro X7SPE-H-D525 
RAID Adapter: Adaptec RAID ASR-51645 09 ROHS 
Network: 1Gbit 
Boot disk: SS-DM016-Phi 16GB 

Cache disk: Intel 330 60 GB SATA (Which is connected to motherboard SATA) 
Data disks: 4x WD Green 2TB SATA (connected to chassis backplane -> RAID 
Adapter) 
Chassis Name: Promise Card 16 slot. 

3.2.2.1 Architecture of Compuverde setup 
The below figure shows the Compuverde setup. It is deployed on the bare metal 

nodes or the physical servers where the network link that is interconnected between 
the storage nodes and the clients is 1Gbit network interface. The detailed explanation 
about the setup is given in the below sections. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Compuverde File System Architecture 
 
This Figure 9 shows the setup for the Compuverde storage nodes right from 

the storage nodes and cloud nodes to the client which has the Compuverde 
management tool.  
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3.2.2.2 Internal Architecture of Compuverde nodes: 
Compuverde has a web-scale architecture i.e., storage has a flexibility that is 

critical to the future of any business and the rise of Internet of Things. Though 
Compuverde support native protocols such as NFS/SMB. The file system created  
is available throughout the nodes and ensures a reliable service [34]. 

 Compuverde Cluster: 
The Compuverde cluster is a group of storage nodes. The Storage nodes have 

spinning drives and cache drives as shown in the below figure 12 [34].  
 

 
 

Figure 10 Internal structure of Compuverde nodes 
 

The Figure 10 shows internal architecture of the Compuverde nodes how the 
Compuverde architecture stores the files in the spinning drives and SSD’s. This 
figure here shows that all the storage nodes including every storage disk are 
collectively forming a storage solution. 
 

Compuverde Node: 
The Compuverde node can be a physical (Bare metal) or virtual computer 

system that is installed with the Compuverde software. A node typically has 
sufficient storage drives such as hard-disk drives (HDDs) and solid state drives 
(SSDs), which are used as storage data and cache drives [34]. 
All the nodes in the storage cluster are connected to each other through a shared 
network interface and makes a file system which is spanning over all the storage 
nodes in the storage cluster. Compuverde supports both web scale and hyper 
converged architecture. As it supports the web-scale architecture also the 
properties of these storage ensures that all the nodes in the storage cluster have 
identical roles by eliminating the performance bottlenecks. It is designed to 
automatically rebalance data from time to time where this automation ensures 
that the data is evenly distributed among the nodes and there won’t be any storage 
disrupt [34]. 

Compuverde provides a GUI-based management tool which is an easy-to-use 
and manage application with optimized control functions which help to manage 
underlying Compuverde solution effectively. It has built-In functions to 
configure, monitor and administrate the storage cluster of Compuverde with easy-
to-use dynamic control function such as reading statistics, changing 
configurations, monitoring logs etc., [34]. 
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3.2.2.3 File coding technology in Compuverde 
We have considered erasure coding for the protection of data on the different 
Nodes in case of failure. Here the following gives the information about how 
Compuverde uses erasure coding and how many erasure coding does 
Compuverde support [34]. 
In the Table 8 when the type of erasure coding is Erasure (2+1) the total number 
of nodes used are 3 nodes and the number of nodes that can be lost is one storage 
node. 
Similarly the type of erasure coding Erasure (4+2). So the total number of nodes 
used are 6 nodes and the number of nodes that can be lost are two storage nodes.  

 
Supported erasure coding by Compuverde [34]: 

 
Type of erasure 

coding 
Number of nodes Nodes that can be 

lost 

Erasure (2+1) 3 One storage node 

Erasure (2+2) 4 Two storage nodes 

Erasure (4+1) 5 One storage node 

Erasure (4+2) 6 Two storage nodes 

Erasure (6+1) 7 One storage node 

Erasure (6+2) 8 Two storage nodes 

Erasure (8+1) 9 One storage node 

Erasure (8+2) 10 Two storage nodes 

Erasure (9+3) 12 Three storage nodes 

Erasure (10+1) 11 One storage node 

Erasure (10+2) 12 Two storage nodes 

Erasure (10+6) 16 Six storage nodes 

Erasure (12+1) 13 One storage node 

Erasure (12+2) 14 Two storage nodes 

Table 8 List of supported Erasure codes 
 

From the table 8, of all erasure coding types we have considered Erasure (4+2) 
with a total of six bare metal nodes. The above table is explained below clearly. 
For example: Consider any erasure case in the above table 8. Say for Erasure 
(a+b), 

b = maximum number of nodes that can be lose in a stoarge cluster 
a+b = the maximum number of nodes you must have in your cluster 

So now for Easure (4+2), It should have totally of six storage nodes in a cluster 
and it can lose two nodes in a storage cluster and still allow for the original data 
to be reconstructed from the remaining nodes [34]. 
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With Compuverde, losing a disk is not as same as losing a node in the entire 
storage cluster. A node may compose of more than one disks, in this case, upon 
losing a single disk of the node, you can still recover data from the remaining 
disks. So if we have six nodes, each having four disks and with Erasure (4+2) 
applied on the file share, then upon losing three disks may not effect the data 
recovery if the required data can be reconstructed from data that is present in the 
other disks of the nodes. However, of cluster loses three nodes then the data 
cannot be recovered [34]. 

3.3 Testbed of the Energy Evaluation Experiment   
 
As we have discussed in sectiom 3.1.2 about the Power API and SPECsfs 2014 in 
detail, here we have cofigured two distributed storage systems which are file based 
storage systems. The below figure shows the testbed with Power API and SPECsfs 
that is configured with the following  two distributed storage systems: 

1. GlusterFS storage 
2. Compuverde storage 

Hardware requirements of SPECsfs load generator: 
1. CPU: Intel ® Xeon ® Processor E5-2620 
2. RAM: 16 GB RAM 
3. Motherboard: SuperMicro X9SRi-F 

 
And there are no Hardware Requirements for the PowerAPI since the PowerAPI 

installs itself on the Operating System level.  
 

 
 
 Figure 11 Test bed for Energy Evaluation 
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The above Figure 11 shows the overall setup of the Energy Evaluation for the 
Storage Systems. The management and gateway VM’s are used for controlling all 
the nodes. They also have an important role as they have two network interfaces they 
serve for important files transfer between networks. The workload generator is the 
SPECsfs workload generator. The six Compuverde and six gluster nodes are also 
shown. All of these are connected to each other through a switch.  

The SPECsfs is basically a software. It needs to be installed on a Hardware  
(Workload generator’s). The workload generator is also called a client. If we have 
multiple workload generators then all of them are made a network of workload 
generators or clients. The one load generator is made Prime Client. Basically the 
SPECsfs software can also be installed on multiple workload generators. There is 
configuration file called sfs_rc on the prime client or client (if only one load 
generator). The configuration file needs to be edited according to the experiment. As 
we have one such client. So this becomes our work load generator.  

For all the energy evaluation measurements using PowerAPI software library each node 
is configured with a PowerAPI software library respectively. Also the one load 
generator client is also configured with a PowerAPI software library as show in the 
above figure 13, where we have used same load configurations for both the storage 
systems i.e., for both Gluster and Compuverde. As we have discussed in section 3.1.2 
it has four different workload conditions where we have considered VDA as our 
workload type and the metric for VDA is Streams. [28]. 

 

3.3.1 Internal structure of SPECsfs 2014 for generating load for 
PowerAPI evaluations: 

The below figure shows how performance measurements to the storage 
applications with workload VDA.  

 

 
Figure 12 Internal structure of SPECsfs 

The figure 12 is an internal structure of SPECsfs explained below. 
SPECsfs has a multiple client distributed load which supports for both UNIX based 
and Windows based testing. Protocols like NFS and SMB are responsible for the 
communication between the benchmark/workload generator and the storage system. 
The performances and energy evaluations are done through these protocols mounted 
between the (client and server) benchmark and the storage nodes.  The SPECsfs clients 
(if there is more than one client then the main client is called prime client and the 
remaining non-prime clients) will work simultaneously to report the results. In the 
following you can see the benchmark modifying parameters that are used in the 
configuration of the benchmark execution. 
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There is a configuration file called sfs_rc which has the following parameters which 
are adjusted according to the experiment we conduct.[28][29]: 
 
a) BENCHMARK: 

Benchmark name that need to be run in the configuration. Here we have 
considered VDA. 
 

b) LOAD: 
Each workload has its own load metric where the VDA has the STREAMS as the 
load metric. If a load consists of a multiple values, it is used in conjunction with 
the INCR_LOAD and the NUM_RUNS. We have considered VDA workload 
(Streams). In this parameter as the when the load increased you actually increase 
the number of streams. 
 

c) INCR_LOAD: 
This is the value to which the load is increased for successive load increments.  
This parameter can be used only if you have chosen the LOAD as a multiple value. 
But both the LOAD and INCR_LOAD values must be equal. 
 

d) NUM_RUNS: 
The NUM_RUNS is the number of runs the experiment has to execute. 
 

e) CLIENT_MOUNTPOINT: 
It is used to specify the shares, local directories and the local mount points in 
which the test has to be run. 
 

3.3.2 Internal structure of PowerAPI 

 
Figure 13 Internal structure of PowerAPI 

       
The figure 13 shows the internal structure of the PowerAPI. The Life Cycle manager 
manages the power sample values in the Power API. The life cycle manager collects 
the power samples through the sensor modules and then sends them to the formulae 
modules, then collects the finals power sample values and stores them in the 
database. The values are then displayed to console/terminal or are printed to a file as 
requested by the user (through the terminal). The Sensor modules are used to sense 
the load put by the process on the system. The formula module’s implements the 
necessary formulae like mean, median, etc.  
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3.3.3 Gluster test configuration: 

Gluster has been installed on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS server with latest version of 
gluster i.e., version 3.8 which is released in June 2016. The hardware used in this 
configuration is discussed in section 3.2.1 where the storage system consists of 6 
storage nodes which consists of four disks for each node. Each disk capacity is of 
2TB i.e., a total of 8TB for each storage nodes. The communication protocol that has 
been used between the proxy servers and the load generating clients is NFS protocol. 

 The Gluster can be installed on either Ubuntu or CentOS. The Erasure coding 
used for Gluster is Erasure (4+2) only. At the brick level the distributed disperse 
volume (4+2) is used and is set in way such that it is equal to the Erasure (4+2) in 
Compuverde.  

3.3.4 Compuverde test configuration:  

Compuverde has been installed on CentOS 7.0 with latest version of 
Compuverde i.e., version 1.3.203 which is released in July 2016. The hardware used 
in this configuration is discussed in section 3.2.2 where the storage system consists 
of 6 storage nodes which consists of four disks for each node. Each disk capacity is 
of 2TB i.e., a total of 8TB for each storage nodes. The communication protocols that 
has been used between the proxy servers and the load generating clients is NFS 
protocol. 

The Compuverde Storage System is available by default on the CentOS 
operating system as an ISO file. It doesn’t really matter if we have used an Ubuntu 
system also for Compuverde storage system. And an ISO file is much easier to 
install, than installing Compuverde on Ubuntu OS. 
The key goals of setting a file coding that is Erasure (4+2) is considered on a file 
system is to either achieve reliability, capacity, performance or availability of data 
stored on the file share. The selection of the file encoding highly influences the 
aforementioned factors.  

 

3.4 Energy Consumption Metrics 
Here we have considered three key energy consumption metrics to do the Power 

analysis of the two distributed storage systems where these metrics helps in 
identifying the best storage systems technique. This experiment was repeated for at 
least 10 times to collect the Power/energy samples. For Example, the Mean was a 
mean of 10 repeated experiments collected on 6 nodes, each node’s PowerAPI is set 
to collect 5 samples at Load 1, which means that mean value at load 1 has 10*6*5 
power samples i.e., 300 power samples. In the similar manner the Median and 
Standard Deviation values are means of 10 experiments for the loads 1 to 6. The 
PowerAPI gives the samples in mW, that is energy values. Power is the rate of doing 
work or simply energy consumed in a unit time duration. So in the below description 
and the document, power and energy are used as synonyms. The below are the Power 
consumption metrics:  
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a) Mean power/energy:     
The Mean power/energy consumed in the ongoing process or the application. 
The number obtained after adding up a given set of power/energy Consumption 
Values and diving them by the number of power/energy samples collected. 
 
The Mathematical Formulae for Mean Power/energy is: 
 
 

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛, �̅�  =
𝑥1 + 𝑥2 + 𝑥3 + ⋯ … . + 𝑥𝑛

𝑛
=  

∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑛
 

 
Where the  𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 … . . . 𝑥𝑛 are the n power/energy samples  
𝑛 is the total number of the samples in the data set. 
 

b) Median Power/energy:        
The Median power/energy sample values are very important in this experiment. 
Because when the PowerAPI is collecting power/energy samples, it 
continuously pings the process and estimates the load it puts on the 
microprocessor etc., If a process is not active in the Linux kernel at the time the 
ping arrives, the power/energy sample collected at that particular sample would 
be 0 W. So more number of 0 W values reduces the actual mean value. So a 
Median value solves the problem. 
The Median power/energy Consumed in the ongoing process or application. 
Relating to a value at the midpoint of frequency distribution of the Power/energy 
samples. 
 
The Mathematical Formulae for Median Power/energy is: 
 
 
For if the total number of number (n) are odd: 
 

𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = (
𝑛 + 1

2
)

𝑡ℎ

 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 
 
 
 
For if the total number of numbers (n) are even: 
 

𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 =
(

𝑛
2)

𝑡ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 + (

𝑛 + 1
2 )

𝑡ℎ

𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚

2
 

 
 
 

c) Standard Deviation Power/energy: 
A value showing by how much the samples gathered vary from the mean of all 
the samples gathered. This is called Standard Deviation.  
The Standard Deviation of Power/energy consumed in the ongoing process or 
application shows how much the power/energy samples differ from the mean 
values of all the power/energy samples gathered  
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The Mathematical Formulae for Standard Deviation Power/energy is: 
 

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑆 = √
∑(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)2

𝑛 − 1
 

 
 
 
Where 𝑥𝑖 is every power sample value in the data set. 
�̅� is the mean of the power samples  
𝑛 is the total number of the samples in the data set 
 
 

3.5 Evaluating Procedure 
We configured six Compuverde nodes, six Gluster nodes, one workload 

Generator, one Windows 10 virtual machine, a Management VM and Gateway VM. 
We used Management Virtual Machine (VM) to SSH and Tunnel a connection 
through Putty to our nodes in our private network from the Compuverde Internal 
network. Each Node is configured with 4 spinning drives (HDD’s) and 1 Cache 
Drive (SSD).  

3.5.1 Gluster File System Installation 
 
For installing Gluster FS, the Nodes should have an operating system on it. So, 

we installed an Ubuntu OS 14.04 server on each of the Gluster node. Then we 
formatted the spinning drives using Parted to xfs/ext4. 

Then installed the latest version of Gluster FS server to the Ubuntu server 
Operating System, the latest version of Gluster server available at the time of the 
experiment was Gluster FS 3.8 Server. So in order to eliminate the bugs mostly found 
in the early versions of Gluster FS servers tar file, we used latest version. The tar file 
of gluster server is extracted. The py-complie file and the configure file are removed 
beforehand from the extracted gluster server folder. If these files are not removed 
from the Gluster folder, the installation will not run properly and cause errors. Then 
the necessary packages for the gluster server are installed to the OS. The list of 
packages to be installed are clearly mentioned below in the Appendix.  

Now make sure that the Firewall is turned off between the nodes or any ufw 
firewall must be disabled. You even configure each node so that it allows the pool 
of servers you use for the storage nodes.  

Now make sure again the py-compile is not formed, and start the installation of 
the gluster server from folder to the operating system of the node. After the folder 
installs, also download and install the repositories from the gluster 3.8 server as 
shown in appendix. Both of steps are important for gluster, the installation must be 
done from the folder and also the repositories. The folder contains some important 
packages necessary for the server to run. 

Now start the daemon of Gluster FS then check for the latest version getting 
installed on the system. 

Now for Gluster FS, a brick is a spinning disk (HDD). So a general replicated 
volume is then formed from a set of bricks. The general volume has a brick from 
each node. As we have a total of 24 bricks, 4 bricks on each node and we have 6 
nodes, 4 volumes are formed. Each volume is formed such that it has 6 bricks in total 
and one brick for each node. 
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The volumes are then changed from general replicated volumes to Erasure 
Coding volumes (4+2). (This is also a bug in Gluster FS, first a general volume needs 
to be formed and then Distributed disperse volume is formed)The Gluster Volumes 
are then added with read write option and no root squash option in the exportfs, the 
folder containing the local physical file systems on an NFS server that are accessible 
to NFS clients. The gluster has root_squash ON by default and it causes errors and 
doesn’t allow a remote client connection, so the no_root_squash eliminates this by 
allowing diskless clients access on to the node. Now restart the nfs-kernel-server and 
save exportfs file for the changes to take place. 

Then mount each volume once anywhere on the local Linux OS server on any 
node and then it is mounted to the any remote client from this mount point on local 
server. (This is a bug in Gluster it cannot be directly mounted to a remote client.)    

3.5.2 Compuverde File system Installation  
 
Compuverde is a Hardware Agnostic Storage System so in order to install 

Compuverde FS, the nodes need not have a specific requirement for a particular 
Hardware, it is hardware independent. The Compuverde FS is also a Software 
Agnostic so it even doesn’t require a specific platform to run ie., any Linux or 
windows OS can be used for installing the Compuverde Software . Although the 
Compuverde has a choice of operating System. There is an Compuverde ISO file 
available with Compuverde software installed on the CentOS, so we choose to install 
the Compuverde software on storage nodes through the ISO file to avoid the 
complexities of Bugs (Keeping Time in concern). The Compuverde ISO has a 
CentOS 7.0 operating system. The Operating systems Ubuntu 14.04 and CentOS 7.0 
are both same, it doesn’t matter.    

After the installation of the Compuverde ISO file to the node, interface shows 
up and it needs to configure as in appendix. It is necessary to setup a (Just a Bunch 
of Disks) JBOD for the spinning disks on the Compuverde nodes in order for them 
to be seen in the management tool on the client. We had a windows 10 virtual 
machine in the same network for the installation of the client of Compuverde 
(Management tool). Using win 10 is better than win 8 or win 7 as it allows the 
installation of latest client of Compuverde (As tool automatically installs the version 
which is supported by the OS only and if OS is not Win 10, Client software doesn’t 
install latest version of management tool.). 

The network interface is adjusted in the management tool for Compuverde and 
then the spinning disks are configured for storage and the SSD’s for the cache drives. 
The erasure (4+2) is selected and then NFS or SMB file system is created from the 
management tool. Then from the loadgen the respective protocol is mounted. 

3.5.3 Mounting the File systems 
  
In order to mount on to the loadgen, install all the necessary NFS 4.0 and SMB 

1.0 packages, servers and clients to the nodes and loadgen. The versions we have 
used were the latest versions which were compatible to both the storage systems 
when the experiment was conducted. 

Now for gluster, the 4 volumes are mounted with NFS and SMB protocols once 
at a time to the loadgen and load is generated by SPECsfs and PowerAPI is installed 
on every node is measure the PowerAPI 

Now for Compuverde, all the 6 nodes were mounted from the server to the 
loadgen using SMB or NFS protocols. Since the Gateway is tested all the nodes all 
mounted to the loadgen.  
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3.5.4 SPECsfs Workload Generation 
 
The SPECsfs Load generator is installed on the CentOS server through a series 

of steps as stated in the appendix.     
 
We have conducted the experiment using a software power monitoring library 

(PowerAPI). It can evaluate power/energy consumed by any software at the process 
level. We also had a tool (SPECsfs) which creates a simulation of the real world 
video streaming data (surveillance camera or an online streaming movie etc.). The 
SPECsfs calls the video data streams as VDA. So when the VDA workload is set on 
to the storage systems the power/energy consumed by the storage systems is 
evaluated by PowerAPI. The VDA is having identical stream content (video data) 
with 24 Gigabytes per STREAM which is streamed at the stream rate of 36MB/sec. 
For every VDA load increment 10 Mbytes is increased, 10 MBytes is added every 
time the load is increased. The VDA workload (streams) has two workloads in it. 
The VDA 1 as live data stream and the VDA 2 as a companion application. The need 
for companion applications is stated clearly in Section 3.1.3. So if VDA workload is 
set to two then the data streams are two and the companion applications are two.  
Each data stream has a bit rate of 36Mb per second (like a stream for a HD video, a 
1080-pixel video to be accurate). The VDA 1 is basically a set of high bitrate 
sequential writes. 

 
The Standards of SPECsfs are set by SPEC and SFC communities and they are 

accepted by industry wide storage systems. As we have seen in section 3.1.3 that 
each of VDA 1 and VDA2 has some certain file operations, the following work is 
done by the SPECsfs on the Storage systems in order to satisfy the file operations 
standard put forward by the storage standards community. The operations performed 
per second are 10 ops/sec (9 VDA1 ops/sec and 1 VDA2 ops/sec). The custom file 
size is 1048576 Kbytes or 1GiB. The Run time or Warm-up time can be changed in 
the configuration file sfs_rc but a minimum of 5 minutes is compulsory as the 
successive workload increment requires at least 5 minutes. The total number of 
workload generators we used is 1. So the prime client itself is the client or the single 
workload generator.  

 
On the Prime client (Work load Generator), when VDA workload is 1 (stream) 

or simply load 1 condition, the custom file, not an executable, it is data of 1GiB with 
which write, rmw, stat, access, unlink, randread, read, create, readdir operations are 
performed. 2 copies of custom file are run on the 1 prime client, prime client has a 
total memory of 1024 MiBytes of memory, prime client have 512MiBytes of 
memory per process. Prime client each have 2 processes (Process names are Test 
client 0 and test client 1). The Test client 0 is the VDA1 stream and the Test client 1 
is the VDA2 application. The Test client 0 process (VDA1) has 9 ops/sec, the Test 
client 1 (VDA2) has 1 ops/sec.   The warm up time is 5 minutes and the test run time 
is also 5 minutes. In both the cases of warmup time or test run time, 5 minutes is the 
minimum time required in between successive load increments of VDA workload, 1 
stream. In the warm up time the workload is put on the storage system. In the run 
time the workload is put and the performance metrics are noted by the SPECsfs. The 
total VDA workload here, (VDA1 + VDA2) 1 stream is put on the system in terms 
of 10%. 
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On the Prime client (Work load Generator), when VDA workload is 2 (streams) 

or simply load 2 condition, 4 copies of this custom file is run on 1 prime client, prime 
client have a total memory of 1024 MiBytes of memory, prime client have 256 
MiBytes of memory per process. Prime client each have 4 processes (Process names 
are Test client 0, test client 1, Test client 2 and Test client 3). Since here there are 4 
process here there are two VDA1 streams Test client 0 and Test client 2, the other 
two process are VDA2 applications called Test client 1 and Test client 3. In this case, 
The VDA1 has an ops rate of 18 ops/sec. The VDA2 has an ops rate of 2 ops/sec. 

 
On the Prime client (Work load Generator) so when VDA workload is 6 

(streams) or simply load 6 condition, 12 copies of this custom file is run on 1 prime 
client, prime client have a total memory of 1024 MiBytes of memory, clients have 
87 MiBytes of memory per process. Clients each have 12 processes (Process names 
are Test client 0, test client 1, Test client 2, Test client 3 and Test client 11). Since 
here there are 12 process here there are six VDA1 streams Test client 0 and Test 
client 2…..Test client 10. The other six process are VDA2 applications called Test 
client 1, Test client 3….Test client 11. In this case, The VDA1 has an ops rate of 56 
ops/sec. The VDA2 has an ops rate of 6 ops/sec. 

 
So above we have seen how the workload is generated and put on the system, in 

all the cases (Load 1 to Load 6) when the VDA1 and VDA2 workloads i.e., the 
streams and the companion applications are put on the system 100%  in each case 
the power/energy consumption values are noted down through power API. 

 
 
 

3.5.5 PowerAPI’s Power samples 
 
The PowerAPI software libraries are first installed to the Linux operating system  
 
POWERAPI samples collection: Then the SPECsfs load can be put on the 

compuverde nodes and the PowerAPI must be installed on OS of the every node with 
the thermal design point of the respective processor set in the configuration file. The 
Energy consumed by the solution is measured in terms of milli Watts. The Energy 
values are collected as simple samples (mW) or mean values of certain samples 
(mW) or certain median values of certain samples (mW). The mean values (mW) are 
then averaged and a single average value is collected on every node. The values of 
all the nodes averaged again for a value of six nodes at load 1 condition. 

  
In the similar manner the load levels are increased from 1 to 6 and the values are 

collected for mean and median. Then for the samples of mean values the standard 
deviation is taken.  The PowerAPI collects samples in energy values as energy metric 
is mW. Since, given a time duration, energy can be computed from power and 
viceversa, power and energy will be used interchangeably.   

 
The Thermal design Point is a maximum heat value emitted by the CPU 

component of a Computer. It is noted and when the computer is designed it helps for 
the design of cooling system. The value is configured in the power API library and 
the required parameters are placed in command itself and run in the shell and the 
output gives power/energy samples as asked. In the appendix we can find a clear 
description of the input parameter command. (The clear description of the terminal 
commands and steps necessary for this procedure are noted in the appendix clearly) 
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 Figure 14 Graph of Median using NFS v4.0  

 
The figure 14 shows the terminal view of the PowerAPI library. The appendix 

has a clear description on setting up the PowerAPI library. The above figure gives 
a clear description on how to form the command to get the power samples. 
Command (./bin/powerapi) inside the stage folder gives the following output.  
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4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
This section includes the results that are obtained fron the energy evaluation of the 

different storage systems and the energy evaluation under various load conditions. 
The energy tests between Gluster and Compuverde are conducted on two identical 

clusters with 6 nodes for each cluster. All the tests are conducted using a software power 
monitoring library PowerAPI and synthetic benchmark tool SPECsfs2014. The test case 
configuration that we have considered to perform the tests are as follows: 

 

4.1 Energy Consumption Analysis for Gluster and 
Compuverde 
 
For this case, PowerAPI power analysis tool measures the mean, median and the 

standard deviation of the power samples for the storage systems while the SPECsfs2014 
tool is used to generate the load where we have configured the tool to give different load 
values. In this test we have considered video streaming as the data that is stored and tests 
have been done by reading and writing files in the file system. 

The change in the energy consumed by Gluster and Compuverde respectively is 
calculated in milli watts, at each stage of the VDA workload increment from 1 to 6 
streams is compared in the graphs. The process level estimation is done here to estimate 
the power consumption of the Gluster file system and Compuverde file system on VDA 
workload video streams.  

For Gluster, The processes we estimated the power consumption for are GlusterFS 
Daemon, GlusterFS file system and SSH Daemon. 

For Compuverde, the Processes we estimated the power consumption are 
Compuverde Object Storage, Compuverde Gateway, Compuverde Bootstrap and SSH 
Daemon. 

 The Below graphs are plotted with energy consumption in mW against the 
Workload VDA. On the X axis the different values of VDA are represented. The VDA 
workload in incremented across the X-axis and the power consumption values for the 
storage systems the Gluster and Compuverde.   

The Y-axis represents the energy consumption of the Different Storage systems in 
mW. But the mean and median of the power samples are represented. 

The Standard Deviation values are plotted from the values of Mean Values. The 
have an important purpose here they show the real deviation of power samples from the 
mean of original distribution. 

Median is also important when the mean values are deviating from the original 
figure. So always it is good to have an appropriate median values figure which helps the 
evaluation to know the errors and eliminated them.   

All the graphs are represented in the form Bar Graph. The Bar Graph represented 
here will show the respective mean, median or standard deviation of the power/energy 
samples on the Y-axis for both Storage systems on the same graph as it is easy to 
measure value. As this is a comparative analysis the Bar Graphs fit the purpose very 
well.  

 
 
 
The below graphs show the energy consumption (mW) of Compuverde and Gluster 

Storage Systems. For each graph a deeper analysis is made below every graph: 
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4.1.1 Mean values for Compuverde NFS vs Gluster NFS: 
 

 
Business Metric (VDA) 

(Streams) 
Mean (Gluster) mW Mean (Compuverde) mW 

1 102,471 418,45 

2 112,76 476,23 

3 202,289 467,24 

4 287,171 513,66 

5 447,717 677,3 

6 630,04 794,51 

 
Table 9 Results of Mean using NFS v4.0 

 

 
 
 

 Figure 15 Graph of Mean using NFS v4.0  
 
The table 9 has mean values for gluster from 102mW to 630mW and for compuverde 

from 418mW to 794mW for NFS.        
From the Figure15, when the business metrics, in our case VDA workloads, were 

incremented from one stream to 6 streams the mean values of power samples were 
increasing but the values mean of power samples of Compuverde were higher than that 
of the Gluster. But the mean values are not always right for the Power API power 
samples. So we need to check the values if it’s nearer to the values medians at the point.  

The Compuverde started at 400mW and was at 800mW at the 6 the stream the 
compuverde has a valid run with the online streams up to the VDA workload 10 streams 
and above.  

The Gluster Stared at 100 mW and ended at 6 the stream with 600 mW but the 7 the 
stream it could not have a valid run. This case the protocol used by the storage systems 
was NFS protocol. 
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4.1.2 Mean values for Gluster SMB vs Compuverde SMB 
 
 

Business Metric (VDA) 
Streams 

Mean (Gluster) mW Mean (Compuverde) mW 

1 95,57 404,952 

2 107,69 568,63 

3 244,47 585,58 

4 243,14 776,657 

5 293,72 1014,32 

6 541,69 1018,66 

  
Table 10  Results of Mean using SMB v1.0 

 

 
 

Figure 16 Graph of Mean using SMB v1.0 
 
The table 12 shows the mean values for gluster from 95mW to 541mW and for 

compuverde from 404 mW to 1018mW for SMB.    
 
From the Figure 16, here the protocol used was SMB. The mean power values for 

the SMB of compuverde started at 400mW and went up to 1018mW. The IOPS count 
in smb was very high and Compuverde out performed in this case. We observe the IOPS 
count in the report put forward in Performance Analysis of Distributed Storage Sytems 
[35] and by observe them across the energy consumption values of this document the 
difference of IOPS can be seen . A customer usually aims for a storage system which 
has better performance of  IOPS than the energy consumtion even if it is higher. 
Although the energy consumption of the compuverde is higher the performance of 
Compuverde is better than the Gluster. Since energy consumption is considered as an 
effect that is taken into account after the performance, a customer tries to get a Storage 
which has a higher IOPS count.  

The Gluster values started from 95 mW and was up to 541mW. The performance of 
Gluster was better than the NFS protocol of Gluster. But unfortunately it could not 
compete with IOPS count of Compuverde.       
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4.1.3 Median values for Gluster NFS vs Compuverde NFS 
 
  

Business Metric (VDA) 
Streams 

Median (Gluster) mW Median (Compuverde) mW 

1 122,44 435,31 

2 147,087 468,78 

3 117,375 496,97 

4 220,547 498,43 

5 434,569 631,85 

6 579,13 753,333 

 
 Table 11  Results of Median using NFS v4.0 
 
 
 

 
 

 Figure 17 Graph of Median using NFS v4.0  
 
The table 10 shows the median values of Gluster from 122mW to 579mW and for 

compuverde from 435mW to 753mW for NFS. 
 

The Median Graphs are important for Statistical Distribution graphical calculations.  
They usually provide a better center tendency approximation than the mean when the 
sample distribution is skewed.  

From the Figure 17 we see that, a mean on number of successive runs of the median 
values samples will give bring the median value close to the true value. 

But since for compuverde the values of Median also show an approx. start from 
400mW and ends at the 750 mW . Now both the mean and median values showed at 
high energy start irrespective of the protocol So there must be something other than the 
load initial working and putting a load on the CPU component.       
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4.1.4 Median values for Gluster SMB vs Compuverde SMB 
 
 

Business Metric (VDA) 
Streams 

Median (Gluster) mW Median (Compuverde) mW 

1 80,11 319,41 

2 95,79 444,12 

3 233,13 553,16 

4 283,31 672,74 

5 380,52 973,13 

6 538,67 940,78 

 
 Table 12 Results of Median using SMB v1.0  

 
 

 
 

 Figure 18 Graph of Median using SMB v1.0  
 
The Table 13 shows median values of gluster from 80mW to 538mW and the 

compuverde values are 319mW to 940mW for SMB.      
From Figure 18, the SMB protocol is used here to access the file system. The values 

for Compuverde little lower than the mean of Compuverde for SMB but obviously 
higher than the median values for gluster. The Median for SMB prove that the mean 
values for SMB are true. The mean values of SMB show that the energy is highly 
increased for compuverde. But Compuverde was giving a very good performance value 
at the 6th video stream also and at that point gluster was loaded with high data streams 
and the energy consumed was more and after that it went down (Invalid runs).  

So from the mean and median power samples of compuverde we see that as the 
IOPS increases the energy consumption also increases. Here we got answer for the 
second research question that as the performance increases the energy consumption 
increases.  
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4.1.5 Standard Deviation values for Gluster NFS vs Compuverde NFS 
 
 

Business Metric (VDA) 
Streams 

STDEV (Gluster) mW STDEV (Compuverde) mW 

1 108,63 545,951 

2 158,85 729,71 

3 2021,11 685,62 

4 264,9 955,166 

5 178,49 1029,63 

6 277,569 1039,33 

 
               Table 13  Results of STDEV using NFS v4.0  
 

 
 

Figure 19 Graph of STDEV using NFS v4.0 
 
The table 11 has value stdev of gluster from 108mW to 277mW and compuverde 

from 545 mW to 1039mW for NFS. 
 
Basically the standard deviation is also an important metric to know the value of 

deviation of mean value from the actual value of that sample. So Standard Deviation 
graphs in figure 19 is compared with the mean values Figure 15.  

PowerAPI estimates the mean by collecting a number of power samples. These 
samples are in fact random values that most likely will differ between multiple runs. 
Hence, we will most likely get a different estimated mean value with each run. If the 
samples collected during the run have very close values to the mean, than your 
standard deviation will be closed to zero. You can see this by looking at the term  
𝑥𝑖 − �̅�  in the standard deviation formulae. So if the variation is high then the deviation 
is also very high. . If we look at the “worst-case” scenario in Fig. 19, the stddev for 
Compuverde (NFS) is 1039,33 mW and the corresponding mean 794,51 mW. 
According to Chebyshev, at least 75% of you samples are within 2*stddev from the 
mean. This means that in many cases the sample values can be (1039,33 + 2*794,51) 
mW or larger. 
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4.1.6 Standard Deviation values for Gluster SMB vs Compuverde 
SMB 
 
 

Business Metric (VDA) 
Streams 

STDEV (Gluster) mW STDEV (Compuverde) mW 

1 128,23 325,681 

2 157,29 518,08 

3 365,78 516,49 

4 289,49 540,473 

5 311,95 770,38 

6 326,09 917,43 

 
 Table 14 Results of STDEV using SMB v1.0  

 

 
 

Figure 20 Graph of STDEV using SMB v1.0 
 
The Table 14 has Gluster Stdev values from 128mW to 326mW and the compuverde 

stdev values from 325mW to 917mW for SMB.      
 
The Standard Deviation for the power samples is shown Figure 20 above, 

particularly at the VDA workload 3 condition, the deviation for gluster was a bit higher 
in the power samples.  

The Standard Deviation, Mean and Median are calculated by PowerAPI tool when 
the energy samples are produced. We have to configure the shell command itself then, 
we mention the parameters we want and show the location where to store and it produces 
mean or median or standard deviation values .It produces a set of values of mean (in the 
mean case) the values are approximated for every node again and a final value is then 
started in table for the respective value.    
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The Compuverde is having more energy consumption than Gluster as we can see 

them in Section 4. 
We have also concluded here not simply by the energy evaluation graphs but also 

had concluded using values from the document Performance Analysis of the Distributed 
Storage Systems [35]. Since we feel that concluding that a DSS consumes less energy 
without a standard performance is not fair. 

The hardware used was a testing environment hardware and not the production 
environment, so the values might differ to the production environments.  

We have taken two distributed storages which are both structured storage systems 
i.e., Gluster and Compuverde storage systems. Gluster and Compuverde both uses the 
same file coding that is erasure coding with redundancy two where two nodes can be 
lost. All the results are compared using a software power monitoring library PowerAPI 
which give the power/energy consumed in milli watts at various loads and a synthetic 
benchmark tool known as SPECsfs2014 which has different workloads where we have 
considered VDA (STREAMS) as the workload and compared the results. We have 
considered both NFS and SMB to mount the file share and to get access of the files.  

The First Research Question which is the energy consumption of Different 
Distributed Storage Systems with various types of load is answered in the Section 5.1 
and Section 5.2 . This Research Question is simply answered as the energy consumption 
of the different DSS increases as the load is increased to different levels. 

The Second Research Question which is the variation of different performance 
metrics with energy consumption is seen by cross referencing the Performance Analysis 
of Distributed Storage Systems [35]. The answer to this Reseach Question is as the 
Performance Metrics like IOPS are increased the values for energy consumption also 
increased 

5.1 Conclusion Analysis from Graphs 
From the Results and analysis section we have analyzed certain graphs (mean, 

median and standard deviation graphs) which implied few conclusions that we mention 
here.   

Firstly, from the graphs in analysis we a see a constant rise in the energy 
consumption for compuverde and gluster but the energy consumed by gluster at each 
load was low. It should actually increase when a higher workload is incremented on the 
storage system. When the storage systems IOPS count was compared at the various 
load’s to the values of power samples of mean and median, it reveals that gluster has 
slightly lesser IOPS count and a very high latency values.  So although the powers 
samples were a little high for compuverde than gluster, since gluster does not deliver 
equivalent performance to Compuverde we can conclude that Compuverde was able to 
perform better. The energy consumption was higher for Compuverde. 

Secondly, we see that from the mean and median graphs the compuverde had an 
average of nearly 400mW (it should actually increase) in the first three streams which 
leads to the conclusion that the Compuverde had some internal process going on which 
takes a minimum energy of 400mW until Load 3. The energy consumption was more 
for Compuverde here also.       

5.2 Conclusion Analysis from Invalid runs  
Incrementing more than VDA workload 6 was an invalid run (from the graphs) for 

Gluster i.e., Gluster not able to store as per SPC storage standards. This must imply that 
Gluster was not made for storing the video streams. As it stored only up to 6 streams 
and Compuverde could perform more than 10 Streams. Storing only 6 streams gives the 
product less value in the storage market.  
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Here we conclude that as Gluster did not have values for more than 6 streams (in 
graphs) we can say Compuverde performed better with energy consumption along with 
performance at higher VDA workloads. 

5.3  Conclusion from Architecture  
As seen from the architecture side, at the process level the compuverde had three 

processes Compuverde Protocol, Compuverde Gateway with cache and Compuverde 
Object Store. The Compuverde Protocol Process will make sure there is communication 
between client and the system.  The Compuverde Gateway with Cache process is 
responsible for main system logics. The Compuverde Object Store process is responsible 
for the data replication, distribution and storage. 

For Gluster the architecture at the process level has two process. The Gluster 
daemon and Gluster File system. The Gluster Daemon is the administration daemon 
which is the backbone of the file system. It serves as the Gluster flexible volume 
administrator, supervising glusterfs processes and also coordinating dynamic volume 
operations, for example, starting and deleting volumes over various storage servers 
without problems. The Glusterfs client process is responsible for communications 
through protocols between the storage nodes. This client process is responsible for self-
healing when few nodes go down.   

The data/files of the user are properly taken care in the Compuverde process than 
the GlusterFS storage. 

So as we have seen that the additional cache process running in the background. We 
conclude that the increase in energy was also due to this additional process.  

5.4 Conclusion Analysis from Internal Architecture  
In the internal architecture we see that the Gluster stores the data/files in bricks and 

volumes. The whole storage is divided to bricks and volumes. And Compuverde stores 
them throughout the cluster equally not dividing them again. So when we evaluated the 
energy consumption by putting the load. The load was not put on the whole system for 
Gluster at once (storage was divided internally into 4 half’s/volumes in our case). This 
possibly could reduce the stress on the system which possible could be the reason for 
low energy consumption and low performance. 

5.5 Future Work  
 

Future work to the experiment can be done by reducing the energy consumed by the 
DSS, this can be done by changing the architecture of the system or by introducing 
another process in the system which will shut down the process when not in use.  This 
will reduce the energy footprint of the DSS in the data centers. 

The Scalability test can also be done with the storage systems this is done by 
measuring the performance and energy consumption when the storage nodes of the DSS 
are incremented. This Evaluation is important because it reveals the point up to the DSS 
can perform before performance falls down.   

The different workloads in the SPECsfs like Database Workload, Software Build 
Workload and the Virtual Desktop Infrastructure can be used on the DSS followed by a  
corresponding energy evaluation can be done. This comparison reveals the 
compatibility of the DSS for various workloads. 

The PowerAPI has other metrics like Geomean, Logsum, Variance and powerspy 
g5k-omegawatt. Power Evaluation with Geomean power samples reveals an accurate 
result when the power samples are in fractions. The logsum shows the change in the 
profits which can be used to measure the change in the power consumption between two 
successive increments here. Finally the Variance reveals the how far is a sample from 
the mean value, this variance applied to power samples will show how far each samples 
are from the mean samples. 
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APPENDIX 
Steps followed to install Gluster physical nodes: 
 
a) Steps to setup Hardware to install new Gluster nodes 

 
1. Allocate a chassis to modify the setup of the system. 
2. Make sure ONLY the SATA DOM module is connected to one of the first SATA 

ports, no other SATA devices must be connected at this point. 
3. Power on the machine and install Ubuntu on every physical server. 
4. When the machine is ready with installation, power off and unplug it. 
5. Install Adaptec Raid Adapter 
6. Make sure only 4 disks are connected to the enclosure. 
7. Connect a 60GB SSD, preferably to the last SATA port. 
8. Power on the machine and boot Ubuntu on every physical server. 
9. Install arcconf to configure disks where all the 4 disks are configured to JBOD 
10. Install Gluster storage on all the physical nodes then the setup is Ready. 

 
b) Commands to setup the JBOD (Just a Bunch of Disks) for Gluster  

 
sudo su 
mkdir /opt/arcconf 
scp bth@192.168.12.11:/opt/arcconf/arcconf /opt/arcconf/arcconf 
chmod +x /opt/arcconf/arcconf 
/opt/arcconf/arcconf delete 1 logical drive all noprompt 
/opt/arcconf/arcconf create 1 jbod 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 noprompt  
 
Note: The controller Id’s (0, 1, 2, 3 ,… which are highlighted in the above command) 
depends on the HDD allocation of the physical server. So the command that is used to 
identify the controller Id “/opt/arcconf/arcconf getconfig 1” 
   
 

c) Steps to install Gluster storage on the physical nodes 
 
The below are the prerequisites before installing the Gluster storage. The necessary 
packages for building GlusterFS server on the physical machine are as follows: 
 GNU Autotools:  

o Automake 
o Autoconf 
o Libtool 

 lex (generally flex) 
 GNU Bison 
 OpenSSL 
 libxml2 
 Python 2.x 
 libaio 
 libibverbs 
 librdmacm 
 readline 
 lvm2 
 glib2 
 liburcu 
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 cmocka 
 

d) Install the above all packages as follows  
 
apt-get purge libav-tools libavcodec-dev libavformat-dev libavutil-dev  sudo apt-get install 
libav-tools libavcodec-dev l6 nnibavformat-dev libavutil-dev 
rm -fr py-compile 
apt-get install autoconf 
apt-get install build-essential libtool 
apt-get install Flex 
apt-get install Bison 
apt-get install libssl-dev 
apt-get install uuid-dev 
apt-get install libuuid1 
apt-get install uuid-runtime 
apt-get install libuuid-perl   
apt-get install sqlite 
apt-get install libacl1-dev 
apt-get install libsqlite0-dev 
apt-get install sqlite0-dev 
apt-get install sqlite3 
apt-get install libsqlite3-dev 
apt-get install libxml2-dev 
apt-get install libxml 
apt-get install liburcu-bp 
apt-get install liburcu-dev 
apt-get install python-dev  
 
e) Packages needed for other purposes 
apt-get install lvm2 
sudo apt-get install make automake autoconf libtool flex bison pkg-config libssl-dev 
libxml2-dev python-dev libaio-dev libibverbs-dev librdmacm-dev libreadline-dev liblvm2-
dev libglib2.0-dev liburcu-dev libcmocka-de 
To remove the previous, configure file  
rm -rf configure 
 
f) Then make sure the firewall is turned off or (the ufw also incase of Ubuntu server) 
From each node to every other node 
iptables -I INPUT -p all -s 192.168.12.12 -j ACCEPT 
iptables -I INPUT -p all -s 192.168.12.13 -j ACCEPT 
iptables -I INPUT -p all -s 192.168.12.14 -j ACCEPT 
iptables -I INPUT -p all -s 192.168.12.15 -j ACCEPT 
iptables -I INPUT -p all -s 192.168.12.16 -j ACCEPT 
 
iptables -F 
iptables -X 
iptables -L -n –f 
 
ufw status 
ufw disable 
 
g) And follow these steps in an order to start the installation of glusterfs server: 
rm -fr py-compile 
make clean 
ls 
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rm -rf configure 
./autogen.sh 
./configure (or) 
To enable debugging 
./configure –enable-debug 
 
make 
make install 
 
To start the deamon  
Service glusterd start 
Check glusterfs version for the installed version 
glusterfs --version 
 
If error occurs after, make then use below command and continue 
make clean 
 
h) Then the basic setup to install gluster with: 
sudo apt-get install python-software-properties 
sudo apt-get install software-properties-common 
sudo add-apt-repository ppa:gluster/glusterfs-3.8 
 
sudo apt-get update 
Sudo apt-get install glusterfs-server 
 
Then for gluster each brick is each spinning disk  
mkdir-p /export/sdb1 
mount /dev/sdb1 /export/sdb1 
mkdir -p /export/sdb1/brick 
or 
To auto mount into the fstab file 
To auto mount on boot up -echo “/dev/sdb1 /export/sdb1 xfs defaults 0 0” >> /etc/fstab 
rm -rf /export/sdc1/brick 
mkdir -p  /export/sdc1/brick 
 
After creating bricks and mounting them we will have 24 bricks in total on all 6 physical 
servers that is 4 bricks per each node (each physical server). Then create the Volume (We 
created the gluster volume with erasure coding which is known as the distributed dispersed 
volume in Gluster terminology)  
So, 4 volumes in total are created.  
Commands for creating Gluster Volume  
Replica 2 Volume: 
gluster volume create test-volume replica 2 192.168.12.11:/export/sdc1/brick 
192.168.12.12:/export/sdc1/brick 192.168.12.13:/export/sdc1/brick 
192.168.12.14:/export/sdc1/brick 192.168.12.15:/export/sdc1/brick 
192.168.12.16:/export/sdc1/brick force 
 
Distributed dispersed volume: 
gluster volume create test-volume disperse 6 redundancy 2 192.168.12.11:/export/sdc1/brick 
192.168.12.12:/export/sdc1/brick 192.168.12.13:/export/sdc1/brick 
192.168.12.14:/export/sdc1/brick 192.168.12.15:/export/sdc1/brick 
192.168.12.16:/export/sdc1/brick force 
 
For the info regarding the volume and starting the volume: 
gluster volume info 
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gluster volume start test-volume 
 
Testing the volumes and Bricks: 
Below you can see the screenshots of the volumes and bricks that are created in our setup. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
i) Commands to mount nfs server 

mounting the nfs volume  
service nfsd status 
service nfs-kernel-server status 
service nfs-kernel-server start 
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mkdir /mnt/glusterfs 
mount.glusterfs 192.168.12.11:/test-volume /mnt/glusterfs/ 
df –h 
On each server add rw,no_root_squash 
and rw,no_root_squash 
exit 
sudo exportfs -ra 
/etc/init,d/nfs-kernal-server restart (This is very important command) 
service systemctl restart 
systemctl status rpcbind 
 

j) On the client to check the mount 
mount -t nfs4 192.168.12.11:/mnt/glusterfs /mnt/glusterfs 
 

k) Commands to mount smb server 
mounting the smb shares gluster 
sudo apt-get install samba  
apt-get install smbclient 
sudo apt-get install cifs-utils 
sudo service samba status 
sudo service samba start 
vi /etc/samba/smb.conf 
sudo service samba reload 
ip a 
sudo smbpasswd -a root 
mount -t cifs \\\\192.168.12.11\\glusterfs /mnt/glusterfsc11cifs/ -o 
user=root,pass=C0mpuverde! 
 

l) Test volume memory status 
The below screenshot shows the information of memory status in test volume 
 

 
 

m) Client connections and status for volume  
The below screenshot shows the information about client connections 
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The below screenshot shows the status for the volume 
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Steps followed to install Compuverde physical nodes: 
 
n) Steps to setup Hardware to install new Compuverde nodes 

 
 Allocate a chassis to modify the setup of the system. 
 Make sure ONLY the SATA DOM module is connected to one of the first SATA 

ports, no other SATA devices must be connected at this point. 
 Install Adaptec Raid Adapter 
 Make sure only 4 disks are connected to the enclosure. 
 Connect a 60GB SSD, preferably to the last SATA port. 
 Install arcconf to configure disks where all the 4 disks are configured to JBOD 
 Steps to install Compuverde storage node using CD 

Step 1: Insert the CD  
Turn on the node and insert the installation media in your source drive. 
Step 2: Reboot to start the installation  
Boot the node from the source drive. Typically, nodes are not set up to automatically 
boot from an external source drive. Pressing F10 or F12 during initial system start-up, 
will normally allow you to enter a onetime boot menu. This will give you options to 
boot from external drive. 
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Step 3: Set a hostname for each node  
Set the hostname for the node and press Enter. Hostname is a label assigned to the 
node that will later be used to identify it in the Compuverde Management Tool. 
 

 
 
Step 4: Select system disk  
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The installation wizard will list all available disks in the node. Select the disk that 
should be used as a boot / system disk for the Compuverde installation, and press 
Enter. 
 

 
 

The installer proceeds to install the packages of the Compuverde solution. At this 
point, no further user input is required until all packages have been installed. The time 
required for the installation depends on the number of packages and the speed of the 
hardware. 
 

 
 

After the installation is completed, the node will automatically reboot and bring you 
to the login screen. There is no need to log in, you can leave the node as it is, or power 
down. Repeat the procedure for all nodes you want to install. 
 

 
 
o) Commands to setup the JBOD (Just a Bunch of Disks) for Compuverde 

 
sudo su 
mkdir /opt/arcconf 
scp bth@192.168.12.17:/opt/arcconf/arcconf /opt/arcconf/arcconf 
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chmod +x /opt/arcconf/arcconf 
/opt/arcconf/arcconf delete 1 logical drive all noprompt 
/opt/arcconf/arcconf create 1 jbod 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 noprompt  
 
Note: The controller Id’s (0, 1, 2, 3 ,… which are highlighted in the above command) 
depends on the HDD allocation of the physical server. So the command that is used to 
identify the controller Id “/opt/arcconf/arcconf getconfig 1” 

 
p) Installation Compuverde management tool and setting up the storage cluster  

 
The Management Tool should be installed on a Windows system connected to the same 
back-end network as the storage cluster.  
Step 1: Run the '.exe' file of the Compuverde Management tool (CompuverdeSetup.exe) 
to start the installation wizard. 
Step 2: Start the Compuverde Management tool through one of the shortcuts created. Step 
3: Compuverde Management tool requires a network interface to communicate with the 
Storage cluster.  
 

 
 
The tool discovers the network devices on the system and, in case there is only one active 
network interface connection existing on the host, selects the existing network interface. 
This configuration will be used as the default interface to communicate with the storage 
cluster. 
 
This brings up a Compuverde Management tool. To setup the storage cluster one need to 
have a Compuverde License. 
Step 1: In the Compuverde Management Tool, right-click Compuverde in the upper left 
corner of the tree view and choose Create Cluster. 
 

 
 

Enter a name for your new cluster, e.g. BTH. Cluster names should not exceed 25 
characters. Copy and paste your license token into the License key field and click 
Activate. 
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Once you have provided your license token, Compuverde verifies it and displays the 
cluster type and the feature list allowed by your license. Click OK and Close. 
Step 2: The new cluster is now visible in the left column of the Tool.  

 
Adding nodes to your cluster  
Before a cluster is ready for use, all its constituent nodes have to be added into it and 
configured. In the tree view provided to the left, click Storage clusters > Maintenance tab. 
Here you see a list of all nodes that have been installed with the Compuverde software. 
Before continuing, make sure that the nodes you want to add to the cluster appears in the 
list Unconfigured Compuverde nodes. The nodes that have an IP address in the Cluster 
column already belong to a cluster, but you do not have a license for that cluster. The 
nodes that do not yet belong to any cluster are marked as “Unconfigured”. 
 

 
 

Step 1: Add a Node to the Cluster Select the cluster to which you wish to add the node to 
and click Next. This will assign your node to the selected cluster and the node will be 
updated with the Compuverde cluster settings. 
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Step 2: Set IP Address 
Public IP Select a network interface from the available list, set the node’s public IP 
address, subnet mask and NTP server. If you are configuring only the Public address, the 
default gateway and DNS must be entered. If you are also going to configure the Private 
address, they can be omitted here and set in the Private address configuration instead. 
 

 
 
Private IP Click Private and select Use protocols network interface. Select a network 
interface from the list of available interfaces. Fill in the desired IP address, subnet mask, 
default gateway and DNS. Make sure that the Private address and the host computer 
where you run the Compuverde Management Tool are on the same subnet. If there is no 
separate private network, skip this part. The default, public network will then be used for 
all traffic. 
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Step 3: Disk Configuration Compuverde detects a list of disks available in the node and 
lists them as un-configured (left side). 
 

 
 

Select one or more disks to be used as cache disk (usually the fastest and smallest). Drag 
and drop to the Cache box. 2. Select one or more disks to be used as storage disks (usually 
the larger ones). Drag and drop into the Storage data box. Below figure shows the how 
node looks on the left side of the tool after the configuration is done. 
 

 
Creating a File system 
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Make sure all the nodes in the management tab are in Online state. The Compuverde File 
System ensures that all nodes in the cluster have a synchronized view of the stored data. 
Prerequisites: 
To create a file system, it is required that the following pre-requisites are met:  

o The storage cluster contains at least three nodes that are online 
o All disks in the storage nodes are online. 

 
Using the Configuration Wizard  

Step 1: Verifying prerequisites Select Storage clusters, the name of the cluster you wish 
to configure (here, "BTH") and go to the Wizard tab. The Configuration Wizard 
confirms the minimum requirements to configure a file share, and then makes the Next 
button active. Click Next to proceed. 
 

 
 

Step 2: Select protocols  
Protocols will be listed that are permitted by your license. Select one or more protocols 
that you wish to activate for the file system to mount the test run and click Next. Here 
we have taken both NFS and SMB shares. 
 

 
 

Step 3: Give a name / Set file encoding: 
Give a name to a File share through which the root of your file system can be accessed, 
e.g. "share". This is the name you will navigate to in order to access your files, e.g. 
\\public-ipaddress\share. Select a File encoding method. The selected file coding method 
will be the default method. For further information on Coding Type, Click Next. 
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Step 4: Domain name and user  
Allocate a domain name, username and password for your file share and click Finish. 
The domain name, username and password are used for accessing the file share. 
Password must be at least 6 characters. 
 

 
 

 
A successful configuration creates a file system and a file share on the cluster. Files can 
be created and accessed immediately through any of the nodes in the cluster and the 
supported protocols. 
 
Step 5: Filesystem is created. Now we can start the test runs using both NFS and SMB 
shares. The below screenshot shows the Compuverde log file. 
 

 
Steps to setup SPECsfs2014 Benchmark Tool on Centos7:  
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q) First change the mount points file to latest mount points after the IP of the load gen  
and then change the sfs_rc and mention the parameters need to run spec tool only the load 
increment load and the number of runs to run the SPECsfs tool  
run the following command with mentioning the file name for the results to display  
cd results and there we can find all the results for the run  

 
python SfsManager -r sfs_rc -s vda-run01 
 
SPECsfs Installation on hardware (Load Generator) using ssh: 
 
-- Master (Runs on Master) 
 
#!/bin/bash 
 
# First run following commands 
mkdir .ssh 
rm -f .ssh/id_rsa.pub 
rm -f .ssh/authorized_keys 
ssh-keygen -t rsa 
 
# Once done run the rest of the following commands 
cat .ssh/id_rsa.pub >> .ssh/authorized_keys 
chmod 700 .ssh 
chmod 600 .ssh/* 
 
-- Slave/Nodes  
 
#!/bin/bash 
 
# Only the client hosts (not prime client) 
hosts="192.168.0.157 192.168.0.158 192.168.0.159 192.168.0.160 192.168.0.161" 
 
# Run following commands 
for host in $hosts 
do 
        ssh root@$host 'ssh-keygen -t rsa' 
        ssh root@$host 'cat .ssh/id_rsa.pub' | cat - >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys 
done 
 
# Once done run the following commands 
for host in $hosts 
do 
        scp .ssh/authorized_keys $host:.ssh 
        ssh root@$host 'chmod 700 .ssh ; chmod 600 .ssh/*' 
done 
#exit 

 
Configure hosts under /etc/hosts 
192.168.12.200 BTHLG01 
 

 

 

 

 

####################### 
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# if required 
curl -O https://www.python.org/ftp/python/3.4.4/Python-3.4.4.tgz 
wget https://www.python.org/ftp/python/3.4.4/Python-3.4.4.tgz 
tar -zxvf Python-3.4.4.tgz 
 
http://www.lfd.uci.edu/~gohlke/pythonlibs/#matplotlib 
 
 
easy_install pip 
 
pip install six-1.10.0-py2.py3-none-any.whl 
pip install python_dateutil-2.5.0-py2.py3-none-any.whl 
pip install pyparsing-2.0.7-py2.py3-none-any.whl 
 
yum install numpy python-matplotlib 
 
cd SPECsfs2014_install 
python SfsManager --install-dir=/root/SPECsfs2014 
cd ../SPECsfs2014 
 
vi netmist_license_key 
LICENSE KEY 4545 
 

chmod a+x * 
chmod a+x /root/SPECsfs2014/binaries/linux/x64/netmistll 
 
client_name:/mount_point_path 
if use mountpoints_file 
client1 /mnt 
client_name /mount_point_path for nfs 
 

192.168.12.17 /mnt/nfs 
192.168.12.18 /mnt/nfs 
192.168.12.19 /mnt/nfs 
192.168.12.20 /mnt/nfs 
192.168.12.21 /mnt/nfs 
192.168.12.22 /mnt/nfs 
 

mkdir /mnt/nfs 
yum install nfs-utils 
mount -t nfs4 -o minorversion=0,soft 192.168.12.200:/specsfs /mnt/nfs 
 
client_name /mount_point_path for smd 
 
192.168.12.17 /mnt/smb 
192.168.12.18 /mnt/smb 
192.168.12.19 /mnt/smb 
192.168.12.20 /mnt/smb 
192.168.12.21 /mnt/smb 
192.168.12.22 /mnt/smb 
 

On the client to check the mount 
mount -t nfs4 192.168.12.11:/mnt/glusterfs /mnt/glusterfs 
 
Commands for nfs mount for both Gluster and Compuverde 
mount -t nfs4 192.168.12.17:/share01 /mnt/share01 
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Mounting the smb shares gluster and Compuverde: 
 
sudo apt-get install samba  
apt-get install smbclient 
sudo apt-get install cifs-utils 
sudo service samba status 
sudo service samba start 
vi /etc/samba/smb.conf 
sudo service samba reload 
ip a 
sudo smbpasswd -a root 
mount -t cifs \\\\192.168.12.11\\glusterfs /mnt/glusterfsc11cifs/ -o 
user=root,pass=C0mpuverde! 
Compuverde (from every node to the client) 
mount -t cifs \\\\192.168.12.17\\share01 /mnt/share01/ -o 
user=Administrator,pass=C0mpuverde! 
(Or) 
mount -t cifs \\\\192.168.12.17\\share01 /mnt/share01/ -o 
noserverino,vers=1.0,user=Administrator,pass=C0mpuverde! 
 

The final Command used to run the test using VDI for both Gluster and Compuverde: 
chmod a+x binaries/linux/x64/netmis 
python SfsManager -r sfs_rc -s vdi-run01 
 

Power commands for Compuverde nfs for load 1 to 6 
console-./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,Compuverde+ --agg mean --console duration 5 
 
COMPUVERDE-nfs 
node07-load06 
 
 
PowerAPI setup: 
 
1 ) Firstly untar the software library  
2 ) Enter the project-cli 
3 ) The the following steps to install the software library 

 sbt 

 project powerapi-cli 

 stage 

 exit 
 
4) Then find out the Thermal Design Point value of the processor and place that number as 
follows in the powerapi.conf folder of the conf folder 
 

 enter the text "powerapi.cpu.tdp=<value>" 
 
5) save and exit 
 
6) Now move into the stage folder by the following command : 
 

 cd powerapi-cli/target/universal/stage 
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7) For help with PowerAPI command use this command : 
 

 ./bin/powerapi (-h for help) 
 
8) For example like this  
 

 ./bin/powerapi modules cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --targets 
[application_name | application_pid] [--console | --file | --chart] 
 

 
9 ) The below are the PowerAPI commands on the nodes to know the mean median and the 
Standard deviation power sample values : 
 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
16356,16341,16557 --agg mean --file /root/node07powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-
mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
16356,16341,16557 --agg median --file /root/node07powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-
median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
16356,16341,16557 --agg stdev --file /root/node07powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-
stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
node08----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,Compuverde+ --agg mean --file /root/node08powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-
mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,Compuverde+ --agg median --file /root/node08powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-
median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,Compuverde+ --agg stdev --file /root/node08powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-
stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
node09 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 847,628,644 --
agg mean --file /root/node09powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-mean-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 847,628,644 --
agg median --file /root/node09powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-median-load06.txt 
duration 5 
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./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 847,628,644 --
agg stdev --file /root/node09powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-stdev-load06.txt duration 
5 
 
 
node10 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 6154,5952,5937 
--agg mean --file /root/node10powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-mean-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 6154,5952,5937 
--agg median --file /root/node10powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-median-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 6154,5952,5937 
--agg stdev --file /root/node10powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-stdev-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
node11 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
32412,32397,32615 --agg mean --file /root/node11powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-
mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
32412,32397,32615 --agg median --file /root/node11powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-
median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 6154,5952,5937 
--agg stdev --file /root/node10powerapiresults/vda-compu-nfs-power-stdev-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
 
 
node13 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
27086,27288,27070 --agg mean --file /root/node13powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
27086,27288,27070 --agg median --file /root/node13powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
27086,27288,27070 --agg stdev --file /root/node13powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
  
Power commands for Compuverde smb load 1 to 6 
console-./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,Compuverde+ --agg mean --console duration 5 
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COMPUVERDE-cifs 
node07-load06 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
16356,16341,16557 --agg mean --file /root/node07powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
16356,16341,16557 --agg median --file /root/node07powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
16356,16341,16557 --agg stdev --file /root/node07powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
node08----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,Compuverde+ --agg mean --file /root/node08powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,Compuverde+ --agg median --file /root/node08powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,Compuverde+ --agg stdev --file /root/node08powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
node09 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 847,628,644 --
agg mean --file /root/node09powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-mean-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 847,628,644 --
agg median --file /root/node09powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-median-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 847,628,644 --
agg stdev --file /root/node09powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-stdev-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
 
node10 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 6154,5952,5937 
--agg mean --file /root/node10powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-mean-load06.txt 
duration 5 
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./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 6154,5952,5937 
--agg median --file /root/node10powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-median-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 6154,5952,5937 
--agg stdev --file /root/node10powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-stdev-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
node11 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
32412,32397,32615 --agg mean --file /root/node11powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
32412,32397,32615 --agg median --file /root/node11powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 6154,5952,5937 
--agg stdev --file /root/node10powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-stdev-load06.txt 
duration 5 
 
 
 
node13 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
27086,27288,27070 --agg mean --file /root/node13powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
27086,27288,27070 --agg median --file /root/node13powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --pids 
27086,27288,27070 --agg stdev --file /root/node13powerapiresults/vda-compu-cifs-power-
stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
Power commands for Glusterfs nfs for load 1 to 6 
console-./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --console duration 5 
 
gluster-nfs 
node01-load06 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node01powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node01powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
nfs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
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./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node01powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
node02 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node02powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node02powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
nfs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node02powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
node03 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node03powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node03powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
nfs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node03powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
node04 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node04powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node04powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
nfs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node04powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
node05 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node05powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
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./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node05powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
nfs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node05powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
node06 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node06powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node06powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
nfs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
nfsd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node06powerapiresults/vda-gluster-nfs-
power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
Power commands for Glusterfs smb for load 1 to 6 
console-./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --console duration 5 
 
gluster-cifs 
node01-load01 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshdd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node01powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node01powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node01powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
node02 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node02powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node02powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node02powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
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node03 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node03powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node03powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node03powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
node04 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node04powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node04powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node04powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
node05 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node05powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node05powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node05powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 
node06 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg mean --file /home/bth/node06powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-mean-load06.txt duration 5 
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./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg median --file /home/bth/node06powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-median-load06.txt duration 5 
 
./bin/powerapi modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --apps 
sshd,glusterfsd,glusterfs --agg stdev --file /home/bth/node06powerapiresults/vda-gluster-
cifs-power-stdev-load06.txt duration 5 
 
 


